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Disclaimer

This fund update has been prepared by NRP Maritime Asset Management AS (”MAM”) as Investment Advisor for Premium

Maritime Credit Fund SCA SICAV-RAIF. The update solely aims to provide guidance and information. Under no

circumstances is this update meant to be considered as a tool in financial or investment advising, hereunder

recommendations of purchase or sale, with or without compensation, of financial instruments or other forms of financial

assets.

The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith. MAM can

however not guarantee or be held financially or legally responsible for the accuracy, completeness or correctness of the

information contained in this fund update. We underline that investing in shipping is associated with risk. All investors must

be prepared that such investments might result in monetary losses. Anyone who uses this update as a basis for purchasing

shares at a later time must make sure that all relevant and updated information is obtained. The information in this fund

update is only valid per date of preparation. Possible investors are encouraged to go through the projects thoroughly before

investing. All documentation and analyses can be explained by contacting our offices

Investors are encouraged to seek advice in any type of financial investments made in private or as a corporation. Investors

must comply that any statements or comments on future predictions made in this update might not occur. Hereunder,

investors must understand and accept that present gains is not a guarantee for future gains. Any investment described or

mentioned in this update is risk sensitive with the possibility of losses occurring.

Employees in the NRP Group and any related parties will from time to time own shares in projects arranged by NRP Project

Finance, or in funds and companies managed by NRP Maritime Asset Management. A list of shares owned by employees in

the NRP Group is available upon request to Ness, Risan & Partners’ Compliance Officer.

This update is intended only to those who receive it directly, and must not be copied or in other ways be distributed. MAM

disclaims all liability, both legal and financial, for any losses (directly or indirectly) due to the usage and interpretation of this

update and its contents.
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Positive Portfolio Development During Q1’23…
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Deployment:
USD 3.0m loan
financing a MPP 
vessel

Deployment:
USD 5.5 loan
financing a 
Handysize vessel

Drawdown:
USD 25m 
investor 
drawdown
during Q1’23

Deployment:
USD 4.0m loan
financing a 
Handysize vessel

USD 26.2m 
funded/pending

First Quarter Highlights

~USD  20.0m 
under discussion

Beyond Q1:
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Q1’23 marked a busy quarter for the Fund with the closing of the following deployments:

February: USD 3.0m, financing the acquisition of a 2007-built MPP vessel.

March: USD 5.5m, refinancing of a 2007-built Handysize dry bulk vessel

March: USD 4.0m, financing the acquisition of 2010-built Handysize dry bulk vessel – the IA managed to successfully close 

the transaction within three weeks from initiation. The principals behind the Borrower were the same as for the USD 7.5m loan

provided to acquire Christina in Q4’22. Hence, we were very pleased the principals decided to also finance their latest 

acquisition with the Fund which we see as a testament to the Fund’s ability to create client stickiness.

In addition to the abovementioned, in April we deployed another USD 9.0m in financing for the acquisition of a Supramax dry bulk

vessel - the largest deployment for the Fund so far. We are also, as of May, in the final stages of finalizing transactions totalling USD

17.2m expected to close in Q2, in addition to USD ~20.0m under discussion - although we expect some fall-through on the latter.

Deal Update

Market Development

While the global economic headlines and events may have suggested otherwise, in addition to subdued seasonal demand in several key

sub-segment due to Lunar New Year, the shipping market continued to perform well overall during first quarter. The Clarksea Index

ended at USD 27,973 in March (~45% above 10-year average) vs USD 22,363 in January. Further, the orderbook (as % of existing fleet)

remains favorable at sub 10% with shipyard capacity still strangled, providing solid supply fundamentals.

On the lending side of things, the IA experienced strong demand for the Fund’s credit platform creating solid business momentum and

deal flow. The returning topic from clients continue to be the increasing funding gap created by traditional corporate and shipping banks,

and that they now lack lending options in the credit markets. This coupled with strong buying demand for second-hand tonnage has

provided a strong fundament for the lending business.

Latest Transactions as of Q1’23 

Clarksea Index (USD)

Nicolai 

Heidenreich

Partner

Wilhelm 

Magelssen

Partner

World Orderbook of Total Fleet (%) World Fleet Growth YoY (%)

First quarter continued where we left last year with a gloomy global economic outlook against

the backdrop of continued surging inflation, high energy prices and trade-restrictions due to the

war on Ukraine. However, we would like to reiterate that not all headlines necessarily imposed

a negative effect on the shipping market, and that the Investment Advisor (“IA”) actually

experienced the Fund’s strongest quarter in terms of deal flow as the development in the

shipping market remains highly sector specific.

The Investment Advisor remains optimistic for 2023 albeit the potential macroeconomic

headwinds, however, we do not expect the economic markets to return to normal in the short to

medium-term.

UPDATE FROM THE INVESTMENT ADVISOR
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MV Vyssos -
closed in Feb’23. 

MV Despina -
closed in Mar’23. 

MV Athanasia -
closed in Mar’23. 
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Solid Deal Flow Despite Economic Headwinds
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Portfolio Overview Q1-2023

Dry Bulk Market

Weak start to the year, although not untypical for the segment

early in the Q1’s caused by inter alia reduced activity due to the

winter in the northern half and Chinese New Year producing

seasonality in both the commodity supply and the tonnage

demand. Clarksea Index showed a gradual improvement

throughout the quarter in tandem with softening of China’s Covid-

restrictions producing improved demand in several sectors such

as manufacturing, infrastructure, property development and the

transition to a more green economy. This partly offset some of the

gloomy headlines such as the subdued global economic

short/medium-term outlook, Ukraine disruptions and the rising

interest rate environment.

IA has experienced strong activity in the secondhanded-market,

especially from European shipowners with strong liquidity. With

the current low dry bulk orderbook of ~7% in combination with the

historical high costs of newbuildings (index up 27% since Q1’20),

limited slots at shipyards and higher interest rates/capital costs

should provide a healthy supply/demand backdrop.

Values & Earnings Last 12 Months (Indexed)Market Update

SEGMENT - BULK
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*Employment status is a «snapshot», and may vary from time to time over the course of the tenor. 
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FUND OVERVIEW 
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FUND OVERVIEW 
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1

1

1. Adjusted for deployed capital, drawdowns and distributions. 
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Alexander Amundrud

NRP Maritime Asset Management

Mobile: +47 92 42 68 42

Email: alexander.amundrud@nrp.no

Nicolai Heidenreich

NRP Maritime Asset Management

Mobile: +47 93 64 78 52

Email: nicolai.heidenreich@nrp.no

Wilhelm Christian Magelssen

NRP Maritime Asset Management

Mobile: +47 92 43 98 49

Email: wilhelm.magelssen@nrp.no

Mathias Børresen

NRP Maritime Asset Management

Mobile: +47 47 33 13 06

Email: mathias.borresen@nrp.no

Investment Advisors:

Investor Relations:

Contact Information:
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